KL-800A

CAN BUS Autotronic Training System

Each module of KL-800A system is an ECU or the interoperable
device (node) on CAN BUS. Data transfer between modules is
achieved by the microcontrollers over CAN BUS. When signals and
data are sent to a personal computer, the computer monitoring
system displays the current status and data of module on PC
screen and turns on the warning light if something is wrong.
The KL-800A system can simulate the operation of fuel injection
system, ignition system and exhaust gas control. Experiments
include the characteristics and operation of various sensors and
actuators used in automobiles.

What is CAN BUS
A Controller Area Network (CAN BUS) is a vehicle bus standard designed to allow
microcontrollers and devices to communicate with each other without a host
computer.
AHU-Audio System ECU
KVM-Keyless ECU
DDM-Driver Door ECU
PDM-Passenger Door ECU

Body CAN
Medium Speed
subnetwork

Comfort CAN
Medium Speed
subnetwork

HVAC-Ventilation ECU
IPMB-Camera ECU

RDM-Rear Door ECU

GWM-Gateway
module ECU

Chassis CAN
High Speed
Subnetwork

Powertrain CAN
High Speed
Subnetwork

ATCM-Terrain Response ECU
PAM-Parking Aid ECU
PSCM-Power Steering ECU

HCM-Headlamp ECU
TCM-Transmission ECU
TCCM-Transfer Case ECU
RCM-Airbag ECU

SASM-Steering Angle ECU
AWDCM-All Wheel Drive ECU

Every electronic device (node) which needs to communicate under the CAN
protocol is connected with each other via a serial bus to transmit and receive
messages. This can minimize the wiring connections and reduce the bulkiness and
complexity of the system.
Due to the reliability and efficiency of the protocol, many industries like Railway,
Aircrafts. Medical are using the CAN protocol in their systems.

Simulation Software
This software simulates the monitoring
system on car computer to monitor
the important data of a vehicle and
also to offer a remote test which can
control the status or signal of module
devices on PC screen.

Advantages of CAN BUS
Reliable: Excellent error detection and error handling mechanisms.
Flexibility: CAN Nodes can be easily connected / disconnected; the number
of nodes is not limited by the protocol
Multi-master communication: Any node can access the bus
Fault Tolerance: Faulty nodes do not disturb the communication on the system .
Broadcast capability: Messages can be sent to one or many nodes.

KL-800A Simulation Experiment
Signals of Sensors
Crankshaft Position
Sensor (KL-84001)

Air-Flow Sensor
(Vane Type)
(KL-84002)

Air-Flow Sensor Hot Wire
& Manifold Absolute
TPS & CTS & O2
Pressure Sensor
(KL-84003)
Sensor (KL-84004)

P/N, A/C, PSPS,
3GR Switch &
Vehicle Speed
Sensor (KL-84005)

120 Ω

CAN_H
120 Ω

ECU
CAN_L

Fuel Injectors /
Spark Plugs
(KL-84006)

Ignition System
(KL-84007)

Cooling Fan & Fuel
Pump & A/C
Compressor Relays
(KL-84008)

Idle Air Control
Valve (KL-84009)

TCC & CCP & EGRV
(KL-84010)

Actuators
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